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FROM THE PRINCIPAL

Welcome to the first Melville Matters for 2019 and to the start of the new school year, which promises to be
yet another great one for Melville SHS. A special welcome to new parents, new students and new staff (who
are listed on the next page). The school is a bustling place with around 1,430 students and over 172 full and
part time staff.
As I write, our students are in class, on task, happy and looking both splendid and proud in their uniforms. The
year has started in a very busy fashion with swimming carnivals and incursions keeping students extra busy.
The photos in this edition say 1000 words.
The new main entry administration block is looking fabulous. Please come to visit and have a look at our state
of the art facilities. Capital works around the school over the next three terms are massive with the works
beginning on the Performing Arts Centre (PAC) build. You will see it grow beside the Leach Hwy oval. There
is information later in this edition on how you can help toward the fundraising for the centre. Your family can
have their name on the back of a chair if they donate $500 or more – but every bit helps and all donations are
a tax deduction. The reason we are asking for donations is that the centre will not be fully equipped and it is
hard to stage state-of-the art performances without quality sound, lighting and props. The second reason is
that the allocated budget of $4.5m wasn’t enough to finish the build to the standard that I think our community
deserves. Unfortunately, the additional $420k has had to be found by the school, hence our general appeal to
the school community for half of that amount.
Now that the build is well under way, I am in the process of deciding “what next?” to build. Here I am not
talking about the $1m or less project that the school will continue to fund through income generated through
our International Fee Paying Student program but rather the next BIG government funded project. Noting
that new classrooms are unlikely while we continue to attract around 30% of our students from out of area, I
am thinking of a proper café style canteen but also note suggestions such as a new gym. I will commence a
process of community (staff, parents and student) consultation soon so we can have a shared vision to take to
the relevant decision makers within the Department of Education.
Interim Progress Statements for students in Years 7, 10, 11 and 12 were available on line from March 15. These
are no longer sent in the mail, so all parents must be actively using CONNECT with their latest email address.
Electronic delivery provides advantages for parents including the timely delivery of reports, the ability to easily
provide copies of reports to each parent or guardian where dictated by family circumstances and the ability
to retain a digital record of student achievement. Parents use their existing account in CONNECT to access
student formal reports and access can be tracked to ensure parents receive either an electronic or hard copy
of the formal report. See the website for more details on CONNECT.
An associated parent afternoon/evening will run from 1pm-6.00pm on Thursday 28th March 2019 (the
separation of these two dates is to allow time for parents to make their online teacher bookings). More
information regarding this will be emailed home separately and parents will be able to make their appointments
online using the PTO link on the school’s website.
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GIFTED AND TALENTED - SCIENCE
As an introduction to Science and STEM, Gifted and
Talented students attended an incursion with Scitech. In
preparation for RoboCup, the Year 8 students (pictured)
were introduced to the Scratch robotics with mbot robots.
The students used basic coding to program the robots to
do simple tasks such as avoiding falling off the edge of the
desk, navigating through a maze and completing a series
of defined tasks. The Year 7 students participated in a
forensic science workshop solving real world crimes using
advanced scientific analysis such as chemical sampling and
chromatography. The incursion was enjoyed by all students.
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With all of this activity in the foreground, teachers have also been setting up their students for success by
issuing Course Outlines and Assessment Programs (all available online using CONNECT), as well as discussing
classroom and study expectations etc. However, if your child’s head is spinning a little and they are confused
about our expectations, please don’t hesitate to contact their individual teacher (via CONNECT, email, phone
or note in their student diary) or contact the relevant Head of Learning Area or the Year Coordinator (if possible
in that order please).
The new Melville SHS website contains the contact details of all key staff (Deputies, Heads of Learning Area,
Managers etc.) and should be looked at regularly throughout the year. It also contains the latest details on upcoming events and the key information needed to make your child’s time at Melville as successful as possible.
Make sure you look at the Student Services section for great advice on teenagers and issues all parents are
facing at this time of change.
Finally, in our ongoing efforts to improve communication between school and home we have a Facebook
page. It will enable the rapid passage of up-to-date information and photos.
In addition to getting off to a flying start, the first few weeks of 2019 saw the school celebrating the excellent
academic successes of the Year 12 Class of 2018. An article on our alumni follows. Taken both collectively
and individually, the 2018 WACE results were outstanding and have led to Melville SHS once again being
identified as a top performing public school.
Jessie Wang received an ATAR of 99.9 and joined the state wide ’99 Club’ and 11 students joined the Melville
SHS ‘95 Club’. Seven students received a state-wide Certificate of Distinction and another 19 a Certificate of
Merit. Melville was also the only school south of the river to score the so-called ‘double ton’ – 100% WACE
achievement and 100% Attainment! These results show me that Melville SHS is routinely able to prepare our
students successfully for entry into university, TAFE or the work place. This is something I am very proud of, not
only because it tells me that we are doing a great job with your children academically, but it also suggests to
me that Melville SHS is a worthy school of choice for our local and wider community.
In closing, remember that you are always welcome to pop into the school at any time. I love showing people
around our magnificent buildings and grounds and, frankly, showing off our great students. Please feel free
to join one of the school tours listed on the web calendar. We are looking forward to another great year at
Melville for your son and/or daughter in particular and more generally for the whole school team.
As always, kind regards
Phillip White AM, RFD, BA, Grad Dip Ed, Med (Man), psc
PRINCIPAL

NEW STAFF FOR 2019

We welcome new staff and those promoted into higher roles. These teachers are:
Health and Physical Education: Taryn Smith (Netball), Ashlee Peters and Daniel Hough
English:
Rebecca Pumfrey, Dianne Rees, James Brito and Nupur Davis is acting Head of English
Chinese:
Hua Li			
Music: David George
Maths 		
Graham McGinn and Steve Miller-Maths and Acting Head of Maths is Suzie Leith
HASS: 		
Mark Mulholland, Jamie Lockyer and Dylan Lauristen

P&C AGM

Monday 25 March at 7.30pm in the library
The committee of the P&C meet twice a term in the Boardroom (The AGM will be held in the Resource Centre
library to accommodate the extra numbers). The meetings provide the opportunity to meet with the Principal.
The P&C are responsible for running the school canteen and our swimming pool and use all profits to provide
additional resources for students throughout the school. New members are always welcome and there are
never enough interested parties, so grab a friend and become involved.

BE ON BOARD

This is the annual call for strategic thinkers to nominate for the School Board. The Board has an important role
in school strategic planning and guidance (including budget setting) as well as some policy ratification within
the school. It doesn’t have an operational role and should not be confused with the P&C, which is a parent
forum. If you would like to apply for the position of community representative OR if you know someone who
you think would be suitable, please ring Mrs Elaine Vardy on 6274 1300, so a briefing and nomination pack
can be forwarded for consideration by the Board at the next meeting. The appointment of a school parent as
a Community Representative on the Board is commonplace noting that the designated parent representative
on the School Board is the President of the P&C.
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YEAR 7
SWIMMING
CARNIVAL FUN
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INFORMATION ON OUR 2018 GRADUATES

A flier in this issue has the great results from last year’s students. The ‘99 and ‘95 students and Exhibition
Winners recently visited the school to be inducted at a Whole of School assembly (pictured below) and this
article outlines the diverse futures they are following.

STEM SCHOOL INSPIRES SCIENTIFIC PURSUITS

Melville SHS has been inspiring students in Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) subjects since
the 2018 Leavers started in Year 7. This inspiration has led many top achievers going into associated degrees.
Dux, Jessie Wang received an ATAR of 99.90 and has been accepted into the coveted B. Phil (Computer
Science and Engineering) at UWA. The Bachelor of Philosophy only accepts students with marks over 98
and is a holistic four-year degree comprising a three-year bachelor’s degrees and a fourth year of honours.
The curriculum opens the doors to UWA’s leading researchers and research facilities, international exchange
programs, professional skills development workshops and a network of talented peers and alumni.
Head Girl, Jamie Lau (ATAR of 97.65) is going to study Medicine at the University of NSW. Jamie is part of
a growing group of Melville students accepted into Medicine. Being accepted is not just about doing well
academically, but often also involves doing well in the UMAT (Undergraduate Medical and Health Sciences
Admission Test). Other medicine bound alumni include: Mikael Setiaputra (2017), Jordon Lukan (2017), Jane
Song (2016), Anatalisha Finn (2015), Sahil Pradhan (2015) and Himara Kahandawela (2015).
Technology is the buzzword for this generation and Randy De Guzman (96.85) is studying a Bachelor of
Mechatronic Engineering and Computer Science at Curtin University. Head Boy, Charles Morley-Wong (98.35)
is also off to Curtin to study a Bachelor of Engineering. Rico Lee (95.65) and Anushree Arunkumar (95.70) have
been accepted into a Direct Pathway - Masters of Professional Engineering at UWA.
Science at UWA was also the choice for other high achievers: Tom Featherstone (95.15) will study a Bachelor
of Science (Physics) and Mathematics. Sophie Tremain-Hill (95.60) will study a Bachelor of Science (Pre-clinical
Optometry) for a year at Curtin University then an Optometry degree at Flinders University. Molly Clegg
(95.80) and Eliza Lock (95.65) are both going to study a Bachelor of Science - Occupational Therapy (Honours)
at Curtin.

GRAPHIC DESIGN MEDIA STAR

Melville SHS graduate student Stella Gray Broun has won selection in the prestigious Year 12 Media Perspectives
for her short film Well Number 7. The film is one of a dozen to be showcased in March at a short film festival
selected by ATOMWA (Australian Teachers of Media WA). Year 12 Media Perspectives showcases the top
(copyright-free) productions from the Year 12 Media Production & Analysis course. Her film, documents the
journey of an Aboriginal elder returning to her birth country on the Canning Stock Route. Told with insight
and maturity, it provides a compelling insight into Stella’s maturity and technical ability as a story-teller and
film maker.
Stella Gray Broun (right) with the film Crew from her short film.

Above left: Mr White with award recipients Charles Morley-Wong, Sarah Birch, Sophie Tremain-Hill, Rico Lee, Kate Burns, Randy De Guzman, Tom
Featherstone, Anushree Arunkumar, Eliza Lock Molly Clegg, and Rebecca Whitehurst
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Stella, who received an ATAR of 93.45 has been a part of the Graphic Design Media Specialist Program since
Year 7. Stella mentioned that she was deeply inspired by the course and the teacher in charge, Mr Lev Vykopal.
Now a White Gum Valley Resident, she came to Melville SHS after being brought up in Broome and has a close
affinity with the land, which is obvious in the film.
In senior school, Stella excelled in Visual Art and Design and Media Production. In the State-wide league
tables for Year 12 ATAR results, Melville SHS had Leading Courses in Design, Media Production and Visual Arts
(based on the number of students who were in the top 15% of all students in the class).
Stella has gained entry into Landscape Architecture at UWA, where she will explore her love of design, graphics
and nature. She is also keen to continue with her art and film making.

MUSIC PASSION LEADS TO WAAPA OFFERS

Congratulations to Gifted and Talented student Kobi Simpson as well as Shaniqa Ratnasingam (pictured below
right) who have been accepted into WAAPA (WA Academy of Performing Arts). Both students said they were
strongly encouraged and inspired by teachers Ms Ana Milas and Mr Lachlan Brooks-Crew.
Kobi is going to study Jazz piano is keen to have a career in performing and writing music. Shaniqa (ATAR
93.56) is going to study classical saxophone and hopes to use her degree to travel the world to study under
other performers and teach music. She would love to one day join an orchestra.
The two students showed their full talent in performances last year and are part of a larger alumni group who
are following their musical dreams. Other music achievers have been:
2013 Morgan Remaj		
Classical Guitar		
2016 Cosmo Batley 		
Classical Piano
2014 Xiaowen Pan		
Classical Flute 		
2017 James Calvert		
Classical Sax
2015 Max Wickham 		
Jazz
Sean Hayes 		
Classical
Oliver Toole 		Contemporary
The Performing Arts Centre build will give even better opportunities to our current performing arts students.

HEALTH WINNERS

Congratulations to Rebecca Whitehurst who is the top student in the State in Health Studies and has become
the Exhibition Winner in that subject. This is the third year in a row that Melville SHS has won this Subject
Exhibition for Health Studies. She and Kate Burns received a Subject Certificate of Excellence as one of three
students who were in the top 0.5% of students in Health Studies. Kate (with an ATAR of 94.35) has decided to
study a Bachelor of Science (Mathematics and Statistics) at UWA.

2017 ALUMNI

ENGLISH

In week 2, three former students from the class of 2017, Ajla Bosnjak, Alyssa Davies and Bariq Harb returned to
the school to talk to Year 12s about ATAR English exams. Ms Robyn Carroll’s English class were given pointers
in exam technique, study requirements and secret tips.
These students were a great inspiration for what students can achieve and Alyssa and Bariq are both on the
’95 Honour Board for 2017. Alyssa received an ATAR of 97.10 and received a Subject Certificate of Excellence
for achieving in the top 0.5% of students in an ATAR course exam. Bariq (96.50) is studying Aeronautical
Engineering and was in the Aviation program.
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ARTS AND TECHNOLOGIES

SCULPTURE BY THE SEA AND HEATHCOTE GALLERY

In week 4, the Year 11 and 12 Visual Art students attended an excursion to Sculpture by the Sea and Heathcote
Gallery in Applecross. The students attended Sculpture by the Sea education tours and artist spotlight talks.
They engaged with a variety of the sculptures and were given the opportunity to talk to the artists and hear
about their creative process. The experience offers students the opportunity to explore, examine and discuss
a range of creative, conceptual and artistic responses to site and landscape, form and contemporary ideas.
In the second part of the day students viewed works at the Southern Perspectives at the Heathcote Cultural
Precinct. Current Year 11 and 12 students are able to see the artwork of their contemporaries, providing
aspiration to exhibit in a professional setting upon their own graduation.

SOUTHERN PERSPECTIVES

In week 1, Year 12 students who had artwork accepted into the Southern Perspectives were invited to the
opening. Now in its third year, Southern Perspectives is an exhibition of the best Year 12 Visual Arts Students
displayed at Heathcote Museum & Gallery. All exhibiting students graduated in 2018 from selected high
schools located south of the river. The exhibition provides an opportunity to experience thought-provoking
artworks by some of the states most talented graduating students.
We had three Melville SHS Visual Art ATAR students selected and their art is pictured below. They were
Kristina Stantko’s sculptural work titled ‘23cm2’, Edie Duffy‘s ‘The Four Homors’ oil painting and Sarah Birch’s
‘Surburbia: A Blistering Dissent’ time motion piece. This was a fantastic achievement and well deserved.

23cm2

The Four Homors
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Ms McCarthy, Sarah Birch
and Principal Mr White with Surburbia

CHINESE LION DANCE

LANGUAGES

In week 1, the school celebrated Chinese New Year and the Language office conducted some traditional
Chinese cultural activities that culminated in the Chinese Lion Dance at recess. Other activities included the
games Tiao Pi Jing where students jump around an elastic band and another that involves kicking around a
shuttlecock. These are two of many popular traditional physical and leisure activities for children in China.
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AVIATION

On the school holidays Year 11 student Ben Seow (pictured below left with his examiner) obtained his
Recreational Pilot certificate.
Alumni Phillip Hawkins has achieved his aim of becoming a pilot when he received his Commercial Licence at
the Bunbury Aero-services. Kyle Slack is testing for the same qualification this year.
Aviation Teacher in Charge Mr Brink is designing a new Year 10 drone course to run in semester 2 this year.
The semester long course will then allow the class to test for a drone licence. Melville SHS will be the first
school to have this type of training. The purchase and lessons in drone use last year has given this year group
a good grounding for the course.
This program is a STEM subject and a motivating course for Aviation students. The drone qualification will cost
$235 per student, which is $3765 cheaper than private lessons. The qualification will be tested by an external
provider Interspacial Aviation, who are leaders in this area. Mr Brink will teach the theory and advanced flying.
Once students have completed the course and external testing they will be able to use it to find work as a
commercial drone pilot. It’s a CASA licence so in addition to school based assessments along the way there
are CASA theory and flight assessments (all included in the price).

HASS
The Year 7 Humanities and Social Science students attended an incursion presented by Water Corp where they
learned about water treatment in Perth. The incursion detailed information such as how Perth’s desalination
plants are operated, and the effects on the eco-systems if the water is not returned correctly. The Year 7s also
learned about recycled water and the process of turning undrinkable water into water that is suitable for
washing and drinking.
Students were issued with a Water Corp shower timer to help reduce their water usage at home, which will
help to promote a culture of being water wise.
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

SWIMMING

Swimming fun started early this year when our faction carnivals were held in week 2. The Year 7 carnival was a
whole day of screaming for your team as all participants who wished to compete went in traditional events as
well as fun races on paddle boards.
The next day, the Years 8 to 12 carnival was a more serious affair, as those who wished to try out for the interschool team pushed themselves in the pool. The swim team selected from these carnivals includes:
Maia

Ravenscroft

7

Grypon

Christina

Smith

10

Pegasus

Anna

Wilkes

7

Cygnus

Emma

Beros

10

Cygnus

James

Ravenscroft

7

Grypon

Edan

Wallace

10

Pegasus

Brodie

Gray

7

Cygnus

Michael

Henning

10

Cygnus

Mia

Tigchelaar

8

Pegasus

Celeste

Johns

11

Cygnus

Neve

Hopkinson

8

Cygnus

Nella

Valenti

11

Pegasus

Eben

Prinsloo

8

Gryphon

Sean

Beck

11

Aquila

Charlie

McIntosh

8

Cygnus

Jye

Rowe

11

Pegasus

Indi

Strom

9

Gryphon

Shelbi

Mott

12

Gryphon

Darcy

McNamara

9

Gryphon

Elsie

Gelley

12

Cygnus

Levi

Hartley

9

Cygnus

Joshua

Yeo David

12

Pegasus

Brian

Caffrey

9

Aquila

Evan

Perera

12

Gryphon

In week 5, the Zone Swimming Carnival at Fremantle College became great practice for the Inter-school
Competition happening in week 7. The team finished third behind the much larger schools, Rossmoyne and
Willetton. Swimming photos are on the last page.

HOUSE POINTS

It is only the very early stages for House points, but after swimming and a few other academic credits, the totals
are:
Gryphon
1257
Cygnus		
1236
Pegasus
1010
Aquila		
834

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION

Year 11 student Sam McCulloch has recently returned from The World Stand Up Paddle Competition in China,
where he came third in the world for 18 and under and ninth in the men’s open 20km marathon. He is now
semi professional.
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PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE BUILDING FUND

Next year, Melville SHS is embarking on an exciting project to build a much needed centre for
performing arts, seminars, student awards, parent meetings and much more. The State Government
has contributed $4.5 million and we have to now find an extra $ 420,000 to make this a worthy addition
to our increasingly beautiful school. Enclosed is a flyer we hope you will complete to contribute to a
tax deductible building fund. Hopefully you value this school and the education your child is receiving
at such a reasonable price. This building will be used constantly by all students at the school for a
huge variety of events so we are hoping you can get behind it.

SINGAPOREAN TEACHER DELEGATION
In week 4 a delegation of Lead teachers from Singapore visited Melville SHS to learn about the education
system, the school’s organisational structure and programs, and the pedagogical approaches used by teaching
staff in their classrooms.
Our guests were extremely impressed by the behaviour of our students and the wonderful teaching and
learning taking place in the various classes they visited. They commented on how welcome they were made
to feel by the teachers who opened up their classrooms. They claimed there was strong evidence of positive
relationships between teachers and students, high levels of student engagement in every classroom they
visited and that there was variation in instructional approaches used to meet the needs of different groups of
learners.
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STUDENT SERVICES

SMOOTH START FOR YEAR 7S

Nealy 300 new students had a smooth start to Year 7 and other years, including IEC. The whole-of-school
assembly gave new parents an indication of our student population and the group heard about the fantastic
results of our 2018 leavers. Year 7s then had fun at recess in week 1 with our Chaplin, Mr Frank who had racing
games for everyone entertainment.

NEW PARENT TWILIGHT PICNIC

In week 3, our beautiful middle school quad was transformed into a picnic ground with over 200 parents,
students and staff mingling in a relaxed, informal and very friendly ‘get to know you’ parents event. Mr Frank
played the pied piper and had the students all engaged in activities while Science teacher Ms Wood had
rockets firing on the oval.

CO-CURRICULAR
QUIET LION TOUR

Congratulations to Year 10s Ethan Ellis and Xavier O’Brien, who have been offered the opportunity to visit
Thailand as part of the Quiet Lion Tour. Student Council will be holding a sausage sizzle in support of the
boys’ fundraising efforts from 1:30 to 4pm on the Parent Night Thursday 28th March. Cost will be $2.50 for a
sausage in a bun and options of onions and sauce.

YOUNG ACHIEVER

In week 5, Year 11 student Dean Morris was chosen as a semi finalist in two categories of the Channel Seven
Young Achiever Awards. He was chosen in the Leadership and Volunteering and Service Award categories.
This is a huge achievement as only 7 to 10 people (up to 29 years old) were chosen for each category out of
thousand of nominations. We wish him well.
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ICT

It has been a great start to the year for ICT activities at Melville. The HASS Department provided a lesson for
the ICT Team to get all Year 7’s and their devices connected to the school network. New students in other year
groups are getting to know our great team individually and should also be connected. Students are beginning
to use their device in class as teachers commence a variety of interesting activities including Kahoot, resarch
tasks and many more. Many thanks to parents for ensuring that students from all year groups are bringing their
device to school every day, charged and ready to use as required.
Year 7 classes have commenced the Reading and Digital Literacy Program facilitated by the team in the
Learning Resource Centre. This program gives students opportunities to interact with our fabulous collection
of resources and develop skills of selection and sustained reading practice. This week, students are learning
how to access the Wheelers ePlatform which contains a large collection of audio and ebooks. It’s very easy to
install the app from the App store or the link can be found on the LRC page on the school website. All students
and staff can access these resources and we encourage everyone to have a browse and start borrowing. The
user name for students is your school login (e.g. tom.brown) and the password is ebooks
In week 3, several groups of parents joined Mrs Lewis for Connect training workshops. It was fantastic to
see parents of our youngest cohort keen to have an active role in their child’s learning program. Parents are
encouraged to view Course and Assessment Outlines in the Library of their child’s classes. If any parents are
having log in issues or forgotten your password, please email deirdre.lewis@education.wa.edu.au so that this
can be corrected before Progress Reports are issued via Connect.

HEALTHY, GREEN AND HAPPY CANTEEN
Lisa O’Malley MLA and parent at Melville SHS, visited the canteen this week to check out the fabulous new-look
Canteen. As well as a kitchen refit, the canteen’s manager Jess Tercier has created a new menu that focuses on
fresh, healthy, home-made food. The best thing about the change is that the students and staff love it.
Our school is very multicultural and another great initiative is to make the menu culturally diverse to meet the
culinary needs of our school population. Also, everyone loves Teriyaki chicken, Butter chicken or vegetable
curry with raita or chicken noodle salad, so demand is high.
There has been an increased focus on sustainable practices to reduce waste and as a result there has been a
discernible choice of products that use less plastic like bio-packed containers and cutlery.
To make the food home-made and wholesome, it takes a lot of volunteers and the place is buzzing with
energetic parents and local residents keen to be involved. The Canteen is after more volunteers, so if you are
interested in giving up a morning a week, please contact Jess on tercier.j.m@gmail.com
Pictured: P&C President Jonothon Gayton, P&C Vice-President Lisa O’Malley MLA, Committee Member Tony
Flanders , Jessica Tercier and Year 11 student Emily Ward.
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Term 1 Swimming
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